This paper continues the development, begun in Part I, of the relationship between the simple genetic algorithm and the Walsh transform. The mixing scheme (comprised of crossover and mutation) is essentially "triangularized" when expressed in terms of the Walsh basis. This leads to a formulation of the inverse of the expected next generation operator. The fixed points of the mixing scheme are also determined, and a formula is obtained giving the fixed point corresponding to any starting population. Geiringer's theorem follows from these results in the special case corresponding to zero mutation.
Introduction
The formalism used in this paper to model the simple genetic algorithm is that of random heuristic search with heuristic G, though the focus is on the case where the search space SZ consists of c-ary strings of length l. (See Vose and Wright, 1994, and Vose, 1996 ; the most comprehensive account is in Vose, 1998.) As explained in the first paper in this sequence pose & Wright, 1998), it is the Fourier transform, not the Walsh transform, that is appropriate in the general cardinality case (i.e., when c > 2). However, when c = 2 the Fourier transform is the Walsh transform; by working with the Fourier transform in the body of this paper we therefore implicitly deal with the Walsh transform while simultaneously providing a framework that extends directly to higher cardinality alphabets. This paper explicitly deals with the Walsh transform by focusing on the binary case (c = 2 ) in the examples and the concrete results. The notation and several of the abstract results, however, will be stated in greater generality (for arbitrary c) to make plain how the analysis extends.
The reader is referred to Part I (Vose & Wright, 1998) for relevant context, technical details, notation, and definitions. However, to orient the reader, the introduction does include a brief overview of selected mathematical objects, connecting them with their intended interpretations.
Part I demonstrated how mixing (mutation and crossover) is simplified by the Fourier transform. The operator M that incorporates the effects of mixing is referred to as the mixing scheme and is defined in terms of a mixing matrix M and a group of permutation *Part of this workwas done while the second author was visiting the Computer Science Department of the UniversityofTennessee. Ifp represents the current population (pI = the proportion of string i in the population), the mixing scheme satisfies M ( p ) , = Pr { i results from mixing parents uniformly selected from p } The operator 3 that encorporates the effects of selection is referred to as the sekction scheme and satisfies 3 ( p ) l = Pr { i is selected as a parent froin p } where @ is componentwise addition modulo c, 8 is componentwise subtraction modulo c, and @ is componentwise multiplication modulo c. We begin in the next section from this point, making use of the notation, definitions, formulas, and results of Part I of Vose and Wright (1998) .
The first main result is obtained in Section 2. There a formula for M-' is obtained.
A consequence is that, for the simple genetic algorithm, the function 6, which maps the current population to the expected next generation, is invertible. Section 3 is concerned with characterizing, for arbitrary initial populationp, the limiting behavior of iterated mixing
This corresponds to the trajectory of expected next generations of a simple GAunder uniform selection, crossover, and mutation. In the zero mutation case, our results include Geiringer's theorem.
The Inverse GA
The inverse of the function 6 , which produces the expected next generation, is obtained in this section. (See Juliany and Vose, 1994 , for a general introduction to 6 in the binary case.)
This provides the only known method for simulating a genetic algorithm backwards in time.
Specifically, 6-l applied to a populationp yields the unique population q that has the property that the expected next generation from q is p. As the population size increases, stochastic fluctuations die out, so the expectation can be dispensed with. That is, 6(q) actually is the next generation from q and G-'(p) actually is the generation previous to p, in the infinite population case.
Because 6 is defined as the composition M O T it is invertible provided both M and F are. In both Part I and in this paper, the selection scheme is proportional, which has the consequence that inverting F is particularly easy.
(More general selection schemes have been inverted, however, including ranking selection and tournament selection; see Vose, 1998) . The challenging part is to invert the mixing scheme. This will be shown to be possible as a consequence of the following theorem, which follows from Theorem 4.3 of Vose and Wright (1998) and the discussion preceding it: THEOREM 2.1 : The kth component ofy = M (x) with respect to the basis 0 = {&, . . . , e z } is i Before proceeding to invert M , an example of computing 7 via the formula given by Theorem 2.1 will be given. Begin with the population {01,02,10,12,22}, where e = 2 and c = 3. This population has corresponding population vector
The conjugate Fourier transform of x is 1 -1+J--5
The mutation vector The details of the computation of-% are given by Vose and Wright, 1998 .) The condition iT(i 8 k) = 0 means that at every component where i differs from k, it must be zero. Therefore, the nonzero terms in the summation above correspond to elements i of Qk that agree with k at every nonzero component. In particular, the kth component of M ( x ) with respect to the basis 13 is determined by objects subscripted by elements of Qk. The "triangularization" is obtained by ordering the kth components by #k.
The proof of the next theorem will illustrate this principle more formally. Let Q;
denote Qk \ (0, k}. It is only for notational convenience that the summation in Theorem 2.2 below is taken to be over Q;. As noted above, nonzero terms actually correspond to objects subscripted by special elements of && (those agreeing with k at nonzero components 
This relationship follows directly from Theorem 2.1, the fact that MO, -k = Mk,o (since M is symmetric), and the observation that 20 = l / f i for all x E A. Solving for gives the recursion displayed in Theorem 2.2. As observed in the discussion preceding Theorem 2.2, if k > 0, then elements i E Q; corresponding to nonzero terms in the sum (i.e., satisfylng iT(i 8 k) = 0) are such that both #i < #k and #(k 8 i) < #k. The summation above is positive given YO > 0. Hence it suffices that j7k is nonzero for all k.
Note that with the equation y = F(x) = F x / l T F x corresponding to proportional selection, it follows that y is simply Fx when magnitude is ignored. Therefore, the inverse to . F on A is
Appealing to Corollary 2.3 and the paragraph before it, the inverse of exists and is given by
provided that the selection scheme is proportional, the crossover rate is less than 1, and the mutation rate 0 < p < 1 satisfies ii # 1 -l/r.
Although it is beyond the scope of this paper, Vose has obtained formalisms for selection schemes beyond proportional selection. In particular, ranlung and tournament selection can be dealt with as well (see Vose, 1998) . Moreover, F-' is known to exist in both of those cases and an algorithm to compute it has been obtained. Therefore, the invertibility of 6 is known in a wider context than that corresponding to proportional selection.
The invertibility of G is an important mathematical fact that contributes to the body of knowledge known about the simple genetic algorithm, allowing the genetic algorithm to be run "backwards," in some sense, from one generation to the previous. T h e exploration of this possi bility-evolution backwards in time-was initiated in the paper The Genetic Algorithm Fmctuf for the two-bit binary case (Juliany & Vose, 1994) . Interestingly, fractal structures were discovered near a point that appears to generically be the negative time limit point of evolution, i.e., For a cursory discussion of Gpl from this perspective, as well as color figures depicting the fractal structures discovered, see Juliany and Vose (1994) .
Recombination Limits
This section considers the effect of iterated mixing on an arbitrary initial population x. The recombination equations given by Theorem 2.1 allow the fixed points of M to be determined explicitly. In fact, the triangular form also can be used to determine when the limit of the sequence
exists. An important preliminary result is as follows. Hence the sum is bounded by the sum over all xj, which is 1. The second part of the lemma therefore requires every nonzero X j to occur in the sum above so that its value is 1.
Moreover, the conclusion of the second part is trivially satisfied unless x ' y = 0, and in that case sZ,-= QG = QzBj. We may assume, therefore, that
Thus the proof would be complete (i.e., MXa = 0) if this implied that Hence appealing to Lemma 3.1 establishes the first part of the proof. Since M is real, h the sum). Since the sum contains only zero terms, it must be zero. In the general case of #k > 1, the sum &. may be treated as having already converged because it involves components subscripted b y j with #j < #k. If components are periodic for some values ofj, considering ,M' in place of M restores convergence. If c l k = 1, then y~, = . ? k , (since @+ = 0) so the kth component has already converged. If is any other cth root of unity, then the kth component is periodic having period some divisor of c for M , but it has already converged for M'. When l a k / < I, the kth component converges to Ok/(l -a k ) since the relation between successive iterations isj$ = a& + i3k.
_ -
I his discussion is summarized by the following theorem. As an example, consider the population vector x (given earlier) whose conjugate Fourier transform is The mixing matrix for zero mutation and a one-point crossover rate of 1 is The conjugate Fourier transform of the fixed point as given by Theorem 3.3 is Combining Theorem 3.3 with Theorem 3.12 of Vose and Wright (1998) ' we see that the fixed points of M form a manifold of dimension equal to the sum of the multiplicities that cth roots of unity have as eigenvalues of 2M*. In particular, if the spectrum of 2M* does not contain cth roots of unity (as is the case when mutation is positive), then M has the unique fixed point l/+. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper, Vose has proved M is a contraction mapping in that case (see Vose, 1998) .
Next, the fixed points of M in the special case of zero mutation are characterized. Note in this case that M k , O 2 0 (it is a sum of nonnegative terms), hence convergence to a periodic orbit is not possible, and therefore they of This result is dependent on the condition that #k > 1 -----r' Mk,o < 1/2. Some of the previous paragraph might not seem obvious; why, for example, is the convex hull mentioned above fixed, and why is the domain of the homeomorphism the !-fold Cartesian product of (c -1)-dimensional simplices? The latter fact follows from the observation that the proportion (a& of the population (described by) x having i in position u is 
k=O
Since the o1, are independent, and since each a,, varies over a (c -1)-dimensional simplex (because ( ( i N ) 
,\Ioreover, Theorem 3.5 determines they!, in terms of the ?;kc". It is not difficult to see that the convex hull mentioned above (determined by vertices corresponding to strings that differ only at a fixed component) is fixed. Children of such strings are identical to their parents, and .W acts as the identity on populations comprised of such strings (alternatively, Theorem 3.5 may be used directly to calculate that the edges are fixed).
LVe next show that Theorem 3.5 implies a result of H. Geiringer (1944) , who showed that, except in the case of "complete linkage," the distribution of genotypes approaches independence under repeated recombination. In other words, the limiting frequency of string k is the product of the frequencies of the components of k in the initial population. Of coursc, this is strictly a zero mutation result. In the general case of nonzero mutation, Geiringer's result is false and it is Theorem 3 . 3 , not Geiringer's theorem, that determines asymptotic behavior. 'Two loci are co77rpletely h i k e d if crossover cannot separate the alleles at these two loci. In other words, two loci are completely linked if, wheneverj has differing bits at the loci, the11 \, = 0. The triangularization of the mixing scheme.
T h e inverse of the expected next generation operator.
T h e fixed points of the mixing scheme.
(;eiringer's theorem in the zero mutation case.
In a future paper, the theoretical machinery developed in this series of papers will he brought to bear on analyzing the detailed behavior of orbits under mixing (i.e., x, M(x), ,M'(s), . . .) in the case where simple convergence to a fixed point does not occur. Ofparticular interest is the range of behavior that can be exhibited by the transient phase.
